



Logarithmic Corrections to Black Hole Entropy
from the Cardy Formula
S. C
Abstract
Many recent attempts to calculate black hole entropy from rst principles
rely on conformal eld theory techniques. By examining the logarithmic cor-
rections to the Cardy formula, I compute the rst-order quantum correction
to the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy in several models, including those based
on asymptotic symmetries, horizon symmetries, and certain string theories.
Despite very dierent physical assumptions, these models all give a correc-
tion proportional to the logarithm of the horizon size, and agree qualitatively
with recent results from \quantum geometry" in 3+1 dimensions. There are
some indications that even the coecient of the correction may be universal,




Recent progress in quantum gravity has made it possible for the rst time to directly
compute the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of a black hole by counting microscopic states.
Such calculations have been performed both in string theory [1] and in \quantum geometry"
[2], and while signicant questions remain in each approach, the outlook seems promising.
The agreement between these very dierent approaches, and the agreement of both with
semiclassical calculations that know nothing of the details of quantum gravity, has suggested
that the asymptotic behavior of the density of states may be determined by some simple
universal feature, such as the algebra of dieomorphisms at the horizon [3{6].
As Kaul and Majumdar have recently stressed [7], however, dierent quantum theories
of gravity may lead to dierent higher order corrections to the Bekenstein-Hawking en-
tropy. These corrections may display dierences, or|less probably but more interestingly|
relations among quantizations. In Ref. [7], Kaul and Majumdar compute the lowest or-
der corrections to the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy in a particular formulation [8] of the











+ const. + : : : (1.1)
Although the existing computations of black hole entropy have very dierent physical
starting points, most use techniques from two-dimensional conformal eld theory at an
intermediate stage. This may be no more than a useful trick|the Cardy formula [9, 10]
makes it particularly easy to count states in a two-dimensional conformal eld theory|but
there are suggestions [11, 12] that such conformal eld theories really provide a universal
description of low-energy black hole thermodynamics. Whatever the origin of the conformal
symmetry, however, the same trick that allows us to determine the asymptotic density
of states also permits a direct computation of the leading quantum corrections to the
Bekenstein-Hawking entropy.
In this paper, I compute the logarithmic terms in the Cardy formula and use the results
to obtain quantum corrections to black hole entropy. I examine a number of approaches,
including Strominger’s asymptotic symmetry analysis [13] of the (2+1)-dimensional BTZ
black hole [14]; the methods of Ref. [3{5], which are based on the behavior of symmetries
at the black hole horizon in any dimension; and the string theoretical counting of D-brane
states for BPS black holes [15,16]. In all cases, I nd qualitative agreement with the \quan-
tum geometry" result (1.1), with answers that dier by a factor of two in the coecient
of the logarithm and (sometimes) an additional term that depends on conserved charges.
I suggest that these dierences may be traced back to an ambiguity in the treatment of
angular momentum and other conserved quantities, which may lead to the counting of dif-
ferent sets of states. If this is the case, these results represent a surprising new universality
in the logarithmic corrections to the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy.
1
2. Logarithmic Corrections to the Cardy Formula
The recent \rst principles" computations of black hole entropy, whatever their physical
starting point, typically rely at some critical stage on the Cardy formula [9, 10] for the
density of states in a two-dimensional conformal eld theory. I will start by reviewing
the derivation of this formula, in order to obtain logarithmic corrections to the density of
states.
Let us begin with an arbitrary two-dimensional conformal eld theory with central
charge c, with the standard Virasoro algebra





= (m− n)Lm+n + c
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for the generators Ln, Ln of holomorphic and antiholomorphic dieomorphisms. The par-
tition function on the two-torus of modulus  = 1 + i2 is dened to be





For a unitary theory,  is the number of states with eigenvalues L0 = , L0 = , as can
be seen by inserting a complete set of states into the trace. For a nonunitary theory,  is
the dierence between the number of positive- and negative-norm states with appropriate
eigenvalues.
If we could somehow determine the partition function, we could extract the density of
states by contour integration. Treat  and  as independent complex variables (this is not










where the integrals are along contours that enclose q = 0 and q = 0. Of course, it is rare
that we actually know Z(q; q). But Cardy has shown that it is still possible to relate the
behavior of the partition function at high \energy" to its simpler behavior at low \energy,"
thus giving us some control over the integral (2.3).









is modular invariant, and in particular invariant under the large dieomorphism  ! −1=
that interchanges the circumferences of the torus. The argument is universal, involving
only some general properties of conformal eld theory. We can use this result to attempt
to evaluate the integral (2.3) by steepest descent. To do so, let 0 be the lowest eigenvalue
of L0 (often but not always zero), and dene
~Z() =
X
()e2i(−0) = (0) + (1)e2i(1−0) + : : : (2.5)
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 ~Z(−1= ): (2.6)
By construction, ~Z(−1=) approaches a constant, (0), for large 2, so the integral (2.6)
can safely be evaluated by steepest descents provided that the imaginary part of  is large
at the saddle point.






The argument of the exponent is extremal at 0 =
q

































The exponential term in (2.9) gives the standard Cardy formula, but we have now found
the leading correction as well.
We must next ask how reliable this approximation is. For f() constant, the integral
(2.7) can be performed explicitly, yielding a Bessel function, whose asymptotic behavior
agrees with (2.8) with additional terms that are exponentially suppressed. Corrections
from the nonconstancy of f() may also be computed, and for f() = ~Z(−1=), it is easy
to check that these are again exponentially suppressed. For large , the expression (2.9)
thus gives a reliable rst-order correction to the standard Cardy formula.
(As a further check, the same procedure that led to Eqn. (2.9) may be used to obtain
the \partition function" p(n) of Ramanujan and Hardy [18], the number of partitions of an




where () is the Dedekind eta function. The transformations of () dier slightly from
those of the partition function of a conformal eld theory|from the conformal eld theory
point of view, the dierence reflects the contribution of zero-modes to the partition function
of a free scalar eld|but a simple modication of the method of steepest descent described







in exact agreement with the asymptotic results of Ramanujan and Hardy.)
∗See [17] for details.
3
3. The BTZ Black Hole
As our rst application of Eqn. (2.9), let us evaluate the logarithmic corrections to
Strominger’s derivation of the entropy of the BTZ black hole. This (2+1)-dimensional
black hole has a metric















; N = −4GJ
r2
(jJ j M`); (3.2)
and solves the vacuum Einstein eld equations with a cosmological constant  = −1=`2.





















As Brown and Henneaux rst noted [19], the asymptotic symmetries of Einstein gravity
in 2+1 dimensions with negative  are described by a pair of Virasoro algebras, with central
charges




Intuitively, these are the symmetries of the adS \cylinder at innity," obtained by restricting
dieomorphisms in the bulk to those that preserve adS boundary conditions. The central
charges (3.5) are classical, but they will presumably be reflected in any quantum theory
of gravity. Thus in any quantum theory of gravity that has the correct classical limit,
the elds should transform under representations of these Virasoro algebras. Given some
plausible assumptions [17]|for example, that 0 is small|one should therefore be able to
use the Cardy formula to compute the asymptotic density of states.
Now, the generators of the Brown-Henneaux Virasoro algebras can be computed ex-
plicitly: they are simply the Hamiltonian and momentum constraints of general relativity
smeared against appropriate vector elds. For the BTZ black hole, one nds that up to an























giving the standard Bekenstein-Hawking entropy for the (2+1)-dimensional black hole.
It is now easy to read o the logarithmic corrections to the entropy. From (2.9),



































is the surface gravity. The logarithmic terms in (3.9) have the same form as those found
by Kaul and Majumdar for the nonrotating (3+1)-dimensional black hole. Because of the
term involving , however, the coecients are dierent; in particular, if one restricts to
zero angular momentum (r− = 0), one nds logarithmic term that diers from (1.1) by a
factor of two.
There is an alternative derivation of the BTZ black hole entropy, rst proposed in Ref.
[21], that directly counts states of an induced SL(2; IR)  SL(2; IR) Wess-Zumino-Witten
model at the black hole horizon. While the horizon radius r+ has a natural expression
in such a WZW model, it is dicult to x r−, so one instead xes a conjugate variable
(essentially a component of the triad at the horizon). As explained in Appendix B of
Ref. [17], the resulting partition function can be viewed as a functional Fourier transform
of the partition function (2.2), where the central charge in (2.2) for an SL(2; IR) WZW

















0(N)0(N − n); (3.12)
where 0 is the partition function for an SL(2; IR) WZW model and k = `=4G.














We can evaluate this expression by approximating the sum as an integral and using the





In the formalism of Ref. [21], the partition function (3.11) is subject to a physical state
condition  = 0, that is, N = k2r2+=`
2. We thus obtain a density of states






The resulting logarithmic correction to the entropy agrees exactly with that of Kaul and
Majumdar.
It is interesting to note that logarithmic corrections of this sort are absent in the Eu-
clidean path integral approach to BTZ black hole entropy. The rst-order corrections were
calculated in that formalism in Ref. [22]; they give an exponentially suppressed contribution
to the density of states, with no power law prefactor that would translate into a logarithmic
correction to the entropy.
4. Horizon Conformal Field Theory
The conformal eld theory derivations of the preceding section rely on special features
of the (2+1)-dimensional black hole. The results are more general than they might appear
at rst sight, since many black holes in string theory have a near-horizon structure that
looks like that of a BTZ black hole [1, 17]. Others do not, however, and the methods do
not directly generalize directly to higher dimensions.
A dierent conformal eld theory approach to black hole entropy has recently been
proposed, based on a possible universal Virasoro algebra at the horizon [3{5]. This algebra
is obtained by treating the horizon as a boundary and considering the behavior of the
algebra of dieomorphisms of the \r{t plane" near the horizon. The proper choice of
boundary conditions is not entirely clear, but several dierent choices give rise to a Virasoro














where A is the horizon area (in any dimension),  is the surface gravity, and  is an
undetermined periodicity. An analysis of the Liouville theory near the horizon obtained
from dimensional reduction of Einstein gravity gives a similar result [6].
It is easy to see that these values of c and , inserted into the Cardy formula, give
the standard Bekenstein-Hawking entropy. But we can now go further, and compute the
























+ const. + : : : ; (4.4)
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in agreement with the result (1.1) of Kaul and Majumdar.
5. String Theory
Much of the current interest in black hole entropy was sparked by the discovery by
Strominger and Vafa [15] that for extremal (BPS) black holes in string theory, one could
compute the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy by counting D-brane states. The relevant con-
gurations are obtained by compactifying a suitable string theory on a manifold with the
topology MS1|M is K3 in the case considered in Ref. [15], but may be dierent for other
black holes|and considering a collection of D-branes wrapped around cycles of M  S1.
To count states, one takes the radius of the S1 factor to be large compared to M , and
describes the low-energy excitations of the D-branes in terms of elds moving on S1. This
description involves a weak-coupling approximation, and is unrealistic for a true black hole.
For BPS congurations, however, one can argue that the density of states is protected by
nonrenormalization theorems when the coupling is increased.
The sigma model describing the excitations on S1 is a two-dimensional conformal eld
theory, albeit a conformal eld theory very dierent from those considered in the preceding
sections of this paper. Thus Cardy’s formula may be used to count states, and we may
again appeal to Eqn. (2.9) to nd the logarithmic corrections to the entropy.
For the ve-dimensional black holes investigated by Strominger and Vafa, the relevant
conformal eld theory has central charge
c  3Q2F (5.1)
and L0 eigenvalue
 = QH ; (5.2)
where QF is the Ramond-Ramond charge and QH is the momentum around the S
1. These
quantities translate into charges of the associated black holes, and the entropy obtained

















+ 2 lnQF + const. + : : : (5.4)
We again obtain a logarithmic correction identical to that of Kaul and Majumdar, along
with an extra term depending on the Ramond-Ramond charge.
A similar analysis can be performed for the four-dimensional black holes of Horowitz et
al. [16,23], which are obtained from a string theory compactied on a six-torus, with charges
Q2, Q5, Q6, and n carried by two-branes, ve-branes, six-branes, and strings wrapped
around cycles of the torus. In the extremal limit, one obtains a conformal eld theory with
c = 6Q2Q5Q6;  = n; (5.5)
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+ ln(Q2Q5Q6) + const. + : : : (5.7)
Again, we obtain an area term of the form (1.1), plus corrections that depend on conserved
charges.
Larsen has proposed a related conformal eld theoretical picture for a large class of
ve-dimensional charged, rotating black holes [12, 24]. Such black holes are characterized
by a mass M , three conserved charges Qi, and two angular momenta JR;L. The mass and











Larsen shows that many of the properties of such black holes can be understood in terms














The Bekenstein-Hawking entropy follows from Cardy’s formula, and can be written in the
form





Since the central charge c is just a number, it is easy to use Eqn. (2.9) to obtain the




















+const.+ : : : ; (5.11)
where A are the areas of the outer and inner horizons. This result may be compared to
the nearly identical expression (3.9) for the BTZ black hole.
6. Speculations
Although the models of black hole entropy considered here involve very dierent phys-
ical pictures of microscopic states, all use two-dimensional conformal eld theory as a
crucial tool. This makes it possible to compute the leading logarithmic corrections to the
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Bekenstein-Hawking entropy in a simple and systematic manner. The resulting entropy










+ ln F (Q) + const. + : : : ; (6.1)
where F (Q) is some function of angular momentum and other conserved charges.
The existence of logarithmic corrections of the form ln(A=4G) is thus a general feature
of black hole entropies obtained in this manner. The interesting question is whether the
factor of −3=2 in (6.1), which also appears in the results of Kaul and Majumdar, is also
universal.
The problem, of course, is that the charges in F (Q) and the horizon area are not, in
general, independent, so there is some ambiguity in the division of the right-hand side of
(6.1) into separate terms. To explore this issue further, let us return to the Cardy formula
(2.9), and note that it can be rewritten as
ln () = S0 − 3
2
ln S0 + ln c + const.; (6.2)
where S0 = 2
q
c=6. Hence if the entropy is obtained from a single conformal eld theory,
and if the central charge c is \universal" in the sense of being independent of the horizon
area, the factor of −3=2 will always appear.
This sort of \universality" of the central charge seems to be a sensible requirement for
any fundamental conformal eld theoretical explanation of black hole entropy: one should
surely be looking for a single conformal eld theory to describe black holes with arbitrary
masses and charges. The conformal theories of Refs. [3{5] do not satisfy this demand, but
they are presumably not yet the nal word on horizon boundary conditions.
The requirement of a single conformal eld theory is less clear. One might reasonably
argue that there should be left-moving and a right-moving sectors, as there are for the
asymptotic symmetries of the BTZ black hole. Larsen, for instance, has suggested that
these sectors could be associated with the inner and outer horizon [12]. The presence
of two conformal eld theories changes the form of the leading correction in (6.2), which
becomes
ln (L) + ln (R) = SL + SR − 3
2
ln(SLSR) + ln(cLcR) + const. (6.3)
It is evident that if SL+SR gives the standard Bekenstein-Hawking entropy, the logarithmic
correction is no longer −3
2
lnSB−H , but rather takes a form more like that of Eqn. (5.11).
This dierence appears to account for much of the variation among the logarithmic
terms found in this paper. The dierence may be related to the choice of how to treat
angular momentum and other conserved charges when counting states, and thus implicitly
to the choice of which states to count. For the (2+1)-dimensional black hole, for example,
Strominger’s approach starts with a black hole with a xed angular momentum, and gives
an expression of the general form (6.3). The earlier approach of Ref. [21], on the other
9
hand, does not require a specied angular momentum, and yields an expression of the
form (6.2). It will be interesting to see how the results of Kaul and Majumdar [7], which
are based on boundary conditions specic to a nonrotating black hole, change when more
general rotating boundary conditions are incorporated.
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